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Abstract: With the advent of the information age and rapid population growth, the urban trans-
portation environment is deteriorating. Travel-route planning is a key issue in modern sustainable
transportation systems. When conducting route planning, identifying the spatiotemporal disparities
between planned routes and the routes chosen by actual drivers, as well as their underlying reasons,
is an important method for optimizing route planning. In this study, we explore the spatial–temporal
differences between planned routes and actual routes by studying the popular roads which are
avoided by drivers (denoted as: PRAD) from car-hailing trajectories. By applying an improved
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) map-matching algorithm to the original trajectories, we obtain the
Origin-Destination (OD) matrix of vehicle travel and its corresponding actual routes, as well as the
planned routes generated by the A* routing algorithm. We utilize the Jaccard index to quantify
the similarity between actual and planned routes for the same OD pairs. The causes of PRADs are
detected and further analyzed from the perspective of traffic conditions. By analyzing ride-hailing
trajectories provided by DiDi, we examine the route behavior of drivers in Wuhan city on weekdays
and weekends and discuss the relationship between traffic conditions and PRADs. The results
indicate that the average accuracy of GNSS trajectory point-to-road map-matching reaches 88.83%,
which is approximately 12% higher than the accuracy achieved by the HMM map-matching method
proposed by Hu et al. Furthermore, the analysis of PRAD causes reveals that PRADs occurring on
weekdays account for approximately 65% and are significantly associated with traffic congestion
and accidents during that time. The findings of this study provide insights for future research on
sustainable transportation systems and contribute to the development of improved route-planning
strategies.

Keywords: car-hailing trajectories; vehicle-routing problem; popular roads avoided by drivers; map
matching; spatial–temporal analysis

1. Introduction

The transportation system serves as a crucial catalyst for urbanization and infras-
tructure development, playing a significant role in a country’s economic growth and
sustainability [1]. With the continued increase in the level of urban motorization, urban
transportation issues have become increasingly severe. According to statistical data, as of
the end of 2021 China’s motor-vehicle ownership had reached 395 million, with 35 cities
having more than two million motor vehicles (http://www.gov.cn/xinwen/2022-01/12
/content_5667715.htm, accessed on 25 February 2022), leading to numerous traffic problems,
particularly congestion on certain key transportation routes during specific periods. The
development of public transportation systems is paramount for achieving environmental
sustainability goals. In recent years, promoting green transportation in global cities has
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become a focal point of attention [2,3].To alleviate the increasing congestion and improve
traffic efficiency, the topic of analyzing drivers’ route-choice behavior in both the spatial and
temporal dimensions is crucial [4–6]. With the advancements in mobile technologies and
location-based services (LBS), GNSS-enabled navigation systems play an important role in
people’s route-choice behaviors. A key function of such systems is route search/planning
to the destination, based on the assumption that the planned route is optimal. The A*
algorithm [7], as a classical path-planning algorithm, has been widely studied and received
considerable attention. In recent years, new path-planning algorithms have also been pro-
posed, such as a hybrid approach that combines Tabu search and the Artificial Bee Colony
algorithm [8], a hybrid beetle swarm optimization algorithm (HBSO) [9], and the Colony
Search Optimization Algorithm (CSOA) [10]. These algorithms exhibit strong scalability in
the search space, but they also require significant computational resources. Sturtevan [11]
provided a series of standardized test datasets for path-planning problems based on grid
maps, which are used to evaluate the performance of different path-planning algorithms.
Researchers have compared the efficiency and accuracy of the A* algorithm with other
path-planning algorithms and found that the A* algorithm performs optimally in most
cases.

However, the routes searched by algorithms do not always match people’s actual
choices of routes. Therefore, it is important to understand how well the planned routes
match the actual routes and the factors that may contribute to the differences between
them. Detecting the popular roads avoided by drivers by comparing the planned route
and the actual route between the same OD pairs becomes a vital step towards grasping the
characteristics of drivers’ routing behaviors in both the spatial and temporal dimensions.
Meanwhile, it can also be used to optimize vehicle routing algorithms to further reduce
drivers’ travel costs and alleviate traffic congestion.

In this study, we apply car-hailing trajectories to explore drivers’ routing behaviors
and further explore why drivers tend to avoid using some roads that are suggested by
routing algorithms (e.g., the A* method) by identifying popular dodging roads. To acquire
the popular dodging roads, we first match the raw car-hailing trajectories to the motor
vehicle road network based on an improved Hidden Markov (HMM) map-matching
algorithm. Then, the OD matrix is extracted according to the matched trajectories and
the corresponding actual route that vehicles traveled is further obtained. By using the
A* searching algorithm, we generate the planned route between each OD pair. We use
the Jaccard index to quantify the similarity between the actual route and the planned
route of the same OD pair and visualize the similarity. Next, we employ the Network-
aware Trajectory Clustering (NEAT) method [12] to detect high-frequency PRADs by using
clustering techniques, and their causes are further analyzed in relation to traffic jams and
accidents. By using the massive car-hailing trajectories provided by the DiDi company in
the city of Wuhan, we find that about 65% of PRADs correspond to serious traffic jams on
workdays. The main contributions of this study include:

(1) We improved the original version of the HMM algorithm by optimizing the computa-
tions of angle feature in observation probability and velocity in transition probability
to increase the accuracy of map matching and provide accurate results for the subse-
quent analysis of PRADs.

(2) We utilized the trajectory data of DiDi ride-hailing vehicles in Wuhan City as our
dataset and employed the NEAT algorithm to identify PRADs. Through our analysis
we made an interesting discovery; existing route-planning algorithms do not avoid
heavily congested or accident-prone road segments during route planning, despite
the fact that these segments lead to poor travel experiences in real-world trips. This
finding sheds light on the reasons behind the existence of PRADs. Our research
results provide new insights and evidence for the study of optimizing route-planning
strategies.
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2. Literature Review
2.1. Map Matching

The widespread adoption of Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) devices and
the continuous development of positioning technology have generated a significant amount
of GNSS trajectory data, which serve as an important data source for research on Location-
Based Services (LBS) and Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). Currently, in-vehicle
GNSS devices have overcome the issues of low coverage and high costs associated with
dedicated sensors. However, these devices still exhibit problems such as deviation errors
and low sampling rates during data collection, leading to a mismatch or substantial dif-
ferences between GNSS trajectory data and road network data. Consequently, research
applications such as route planning, traffic flow analysis, geographic social network analy-
sis, autonomous vehicles, and trajectory anomaly detection are hindered, necessitating the
use of map matching to associate trajectory points with road network locations and obtain
matched trajectory point positions and information, thus constituting the map-matching
process. Therefore, map matching is an essential data processing step in various Location-
Based Services (LBS) and Intelligent Transportation Systems. Consequently, numerous
researchers employ map-matching algorithms to establish correspondences between the
original GNSS trajectories and road networks [13,14]. Quddus et al. [15] categorized map-
matching methods into four types: (1) geometry-based algorithms primarily focus on the
geometric characteristics of road networks and trajectories [16], but they overlook topolog-
ical information, resulting in confusion or errors in matching for complex road network
scenarios such as overpasses; (2) topology-based algorithms emphasize the topological rela-
tionships between trajectory data and road networks [17] (these first two methods establish
a graph structure based on the road network and integrate topological information, but they
are not suitable for low-sampling-rate trajectory data); (3) probability-based algorithms
treat GNSS positions and trajectories as random variables and stochastic processes, with
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) being commonly used [18] (these algorithms consider
both geometric and topological information and do not require training data, yielding
excellent application results; however, due to the need for computing the shortest path,
they incur certain computational costs); (4) algorithms based on advanced mathematical
theories, such as fuzzy logic [19], neural networks [20], Kalman filters [21], and Dempster–
Shafer theory [22]. These algorithm-based methods require large training datasets for
point-by-point matching, making their application challenging. Additionally, treating
trajectory data simply as collections of independent and identically distributed random
variables in a stochastic process is highly unreasonable.

In summary, the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a preferable choice for map match-
ing due to its ability to consider geometric and topological information, treat trajectories
as complete stochastic processes, and not require training datasets. The HMM has been
widely applied in map matching in recent years. Hu et al. [23] considered trajectory di-
rection factors based on the HMM algorithm by incorporating direction angles into the
calculation of observation probabilities, which improved the accuracy of trajectory-point
matching. However, they did not consider trajectory velocity factors, and their calcula-
tion of direction-angle probabilities was complex. Paul Newson was the first to use the
Hidden Markov Model for map matching [18], using the normal distribution to calculate
observation probabilities based on GNSS error distances and the exponential probability
distribution to calculate transition probabilities based on road network distances. Anders
Hansson et al. [24] considered distance, velocity, heading, lane-deviation rate, and lane
markings to calculate observation and transition probabilities, applying this method to lane-
level road network map matching, which heavily relies on the quality of trajectory and road
network data. Therefore, to address these issues, this study improves upon Hu’s work by
first optimizing the calculation of direction angles in the observation-probability model and
then considering the trajectory velocity factor and incorporating it into the calculation of the
transition-probability model. The improved HMM algorithm shows enhanced matching
accuracy compared to Hu’s algorithm, particularly for trajectory points collected at complex
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intersections, and it can effectively and accurately map-match large-scale, low-frequency
GNSS trajectory data.

2.2. The Issue of Vehicle Route-Choice Behavior

At present, most of the research on drivers’ routing behavior mainly depends on the
stated-preference (SP) surveys or data collected by small-scale experiments, which are
limited by the number of participants involved [25,26]. Approaches to mining routing
behavior focus on discrete choice models, e.g., the multinomial logit (MNL) model [27],the
CNL (Cross-nested logit) model [28], and the GEV (Generalized extreme value) model [29].
The differences between these models are manifested in the characteristics of the datasets,
explained variables, and model structures [30]. For example, Dial et al. [27] proposed a
discrete multinomial logit (MNL) model for multimode selection. To address the inde-
pendence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) problem of the MNL model, many studies have
developed some new models based on the MNL model by adding a modification section
to represent the interactions between different routes, such as the C-logit model [31] and
the PS-logit model [32]. Apart from this, some studies have demonstrated the use of the
developed CNL (Cross-nested logit) model [28] and PCL (the paired combinatorial logit)
model [33] to avoid the IIA issue of the MNL model based on the GEV principle (McFadden,
1978) [29]. However, these previous studies mainly analyzed drivers’ routing behaviors
depending on a small amount of survey data, which is time consuming and biased due to
the limited data collected.

With the rapid development of information and communication technologies, position-
ing technologies and the collection or storage capabilities of massive data, have advanced
the application of GNSS trajectories in the field of transportation, such as in travel-time
estimation [34], risk assessment of driving behaviors [35,36], departure time modeling [30],
route-choice behavior analysis [30,37–40], etc. Among them, vehicle routing driven by large
tracking datasets has been improved in both effectiveness and accuracy. For instance, Kim
et al. [41] established a framework for clustering and categorizing vehicle trajectories to
analyze vehicles’ travel patterns in space and time. Lu et al. [37] developed a visualization
system to help users deal with the massive trajectories and discover the causes of route
selections. Based on their study, the contributing factors of routing problems included
route-related elements (e.g., route length, traffic light number, route importance, time-cost
distribution) and trajectory-related elements (e.g., departure time in a day, departure day,
trajectory length). Li et al. [42] discovered the effect of heterogeneity of route selection in
relation to drivers’ ages and genders, engine capacity, and the characteristics of the OD ma-
trix, by using the vehicle trajectories collected by private cars in Toyota City. Deng et al. [30]
applied taxi trajectories to explore route selection behavior based on heterogeneous travel
distances. They first used the DBSCAN (Density-based spatial clustering of application
with noise) algorithm and AIC (Akaike information criterion) to categorize travel distances
into several types, and built the PS-logit model by defining nine explanatory variables to
analyze the heterogeneity of trips of varying distance. In summary, most studies which
have analyzed drivers’ routing behavior by using trajectories have focused on exploring
the causes of route selection, while lacking an understanding of the differences between
planned routes and actual routes.

3. Methodology

The methodological framework of the spatial–temporal analysis for vehicle routing
from the aspect of PRAD detection is constructed by using the car-hailing trajectories, as
shown in Figure 1.
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In this study, two kinds of spatial data were used to analyze the PRADs. The first
was car-hailing trajectory data collected by residents who worked as part-time drivers.
Specifically, a trajectory comprises a set of corresponding tracking points and can be
denoted as Tra = (p1, . . ., pn), where n is the number of tracking points belonging to the
trajectory. Each tracking point records the location (e.g., longitude and latitude), time, speed,
and heading direction of the moving objects, denoted as pi (xi, yi, ti, si, ai), i = 1, 2, . . ., n.
The second type of spatial data used in this study is the road network of the study area,
including road segments, nodes, topology information, and the direction of traffic flow.

3.1. Map Matching Based on the Improved HMM Algorithm

Map matching is the first step for exploring driving behavior from car-hailing trajec-
tories. Its detailed mechanisms have significant effects on the results of drivers’ routing
behaviors. Quddus et al. [15] summarized the existing map-matching algorithm into
four categories, including geometry-related methods [16], topology-based methods [17],
probability-based methods [18], and mathematical methods [19–21,23]. Among these kinds
of methods, HMM-based map matching has been widely applied because it does not
need to train data and considers the features of trajectories and road networks both in the
geometry and topology. Hu et al. [23] added the driving direction to the computation of
observation probability based on the original model of HMM to improve the accuracy of
map matching. However, their method was limited by the complexity of the direction-angle
probability calculation and poor performance for low-frequency tracking-point matching.
To address these issues, we improved the computational model of observation probability
and transition probability, based on the work conducted by Hu et al. (2019) [23], to enhance
the accuracy of map matching, especially for tracking points collected at complex road
intersections.

For a trajectory Tra = (p1, . . ., pi−1, pi, pi+1, . . ., pn), assuming pi−1, pi, and pi+1 are
candidates for map matching and sk

i−1, sk
i , sk

i correspond to their state points. The key idea
for HMM-based map matching is to compute the observation probability and transition
probability of tracking points based on their corresponding state points. The computa-
tional process of observation probability and transition probability of tracking points are
conducted in two layers, including the observation layer and state layer. Specifically, the
observation probability quantifies the possibility of tracking points matched with the state
of candidates. For most of HMM-based map-matching algorithms, the observation proba-
bility was computed based on the distance from the candidate tracking point to the road
network [23,24]. In this study, we improved the computational method of observation
probability for the angle feature by adding the angle between tracking points and directed
road segments (see Equation (1)). So, the observation probability from the aspect of the
angle feature can be calculated based on Equation (2).

a =

{
|β− γ| |β− γ| < 180◦

360◦ − |β− γ| |β− γ| ≥ 180◦
(1)
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Pangle

(
oi|sk

i

)
= cos(a) + 1

/
2 (2)

where β indicates the heading angle of tracking point pi, γ represents the angle of the
candidate matching road segment with the direction of north, and a is the difference
between β and γ. The parameter Pangle(oi|sk

i ) represents the observation probability of the
observation point oi and its corresponding candidate state point sr

i from the perspective of
the angle.

The computation method for observation probability in the aspect of distance is the
same as the original version of the HMM-based map-matching algorithm (Paul and John,
2009) [18]. The comprehensive observation probability (denoted as Po_dis_ang (oi|sk

i )) both
in the aspects of angle and distance is calculated based on Equation (3), where Pdis (oi|sk

i )
represents the observation probability of the observation point oi and its corresponding
candidate state point sk

i from the perspective of distance, ωd and ωa are their weight,
respectively, and ωd + ωa = 1.

Po_dis_ang

(
oi

∣∣∣sk
i

)
= ωdPdis

(
oi

∣∣∣sk
i

)
∗ωaPangle

(
oi

∣∣∣sk
i

)
(3)

The transition probability quantifies the possibility of the state point of the previous
tracking point changing to the state of the current tracking point. The existing research
on the HMM-based map-matching algorithm mainly considers the distance feature of
tracking points [18,43,44]. In this study, we added the speed of the tracking point to
the computational method of transition probability based on the observation that the
speed restrictions of different kinds of roads are different. For example, the driving speed
of a ramp in China is limited to 40 km/h which is lower than its adjacent main road’s
60 km/h. The transition probability in the perspective of speed can be calculated according
to Equation (4), where vi−1 and vi denote the speed of the previous tracking point pi−1
and the current tracking point pi, respectively. The parameter in Equation (4) represents
the average speed from the candidate state point st

i−1 of the tracking point pi−1 to the
candidate state point sr

i of the tracking point pi. Here, the distance from st
i−1 to sr

i is
the network distance which is obtained based on the shortest routing algorithm A* [45].
The transition probability in the perspective of distance is the same as with the original
version of the HMM-based map-matching algorithm [18]. Furthermore, the comprehensive
transition probability, both in the aspects of speed and distance, can be calculated based on
Equation (5), where Pt_dis (st

i−1|sr
i ) denotes the transition probability of the candidate state

point st
i−1 of tracking point pi−1 and the candidate state point sr

i of tracking point pi, ωt_dis,
and ωt_speed are their weight, respectively, and ωt_dis + ωt_speed = 1.

Pt_v
(
st

i−1 → sr
i
)
=

(vi−1 + vi)/2
v(i−1,t)→(i,r)

(4)

Pt_dis_speed
(
st

i−1 → sr
i
)
= ωt_disPt_dis(st

i−1 → sr
i ) ∗ωt_speedPt_speed(st

i−1 → sr
i ) (5)

3.2. Identification for PRAD

The trajectory data used in this study were collected by car hailing company DiDi.
Each trajectory records the actual route of a vehicle with passengers between an OD pair.
Based on the improved map-matching algorithm, we can obtain the OD pairs of trajectories
that are matched to the road network. We calculate an OD matrix of travel time and
distance based on the OD pairs. Then, the actual routes of all OD pairs are extracted based
on the map-matching results. The corresponding planned routes between the OD pairs are
obtained based on the A* routing algorithm because of its performance [45]. Meanwhile,
the travel cost of an OD pair during routing planning using the A* routing algorithm is
decided by travel distance and time. It should be noted that the travel distance and time
are obtained based on the network distance and speed restrictions of different roads.
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For analyzing the differences between actual routes and planned routes of OD pairs,
we apply the Jaccard index to quantify their similarity. The Jaccard index (JI), also known as
the Jaccard similarity coefficient, is mainly used for comparing the differences or similarities
of two finite sample sets [46] and calculated based on Equation (5), where A and B represent
two finite sample sets, respectively. The larger the JI is, the higher the sample similarity
is, and the smaller the JI is, the lower the sample similarity is. In this study, the actual
routes and their corresponding planned routes are regarded as the sample sets A and B.
The spatial distribution and OD clustering are further visualized by dividing the intervals
of the JI values.

JI(A, B) =
|A∩ B|
|A∪ B| =

|A∩ B|
|A|+ |B| − |A∩ B| (6)

We define the PRADs as road segments which are included in the planned route but do
not appear in the corresponding actual route. Thus, a PRAD is obtained by comparing the
actual route and the planned route of a same OD pair. As shown in Figure 2, ‘road_1’ and
‘road_2’ are two-way roads, and ‘road_3’ is a one-way road. Based on the map-matching
results, the actual route of trajectory trai = (. . ., pi, pi+1, . . .) includes ‘road_1’ and ‘road_2’
(see Figure 2). However, the planned route of trajectory trai contains ‘road_1’ and ‘road_3’.
Thus, for trai, ‘road_3’ is its dodging road. For different trajectories with different OD
pairs, their PRADs may also be different. To explore the spatiotemporal pattern of drivers’
traveling, we need to identify the PRADs first.
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The NEAT (road NEtwork Aware Trajectory Clustering) algorithm is a trajectory-based
clustering algorithm that incorporates road network information into the clustering process
to better identify trajectories with similar movement patterns. The detailed steps of the
NEAT algorithm are described as follows: (1) Data preprocessing: In the NEAT algorithm,
the trajectory data needs to be preprocessed initially. This preprocessing step involves
operations such as noise removal and data cleaning of trajectory points to extract relevant
trajectory features effectively. (2) Feature extraction: For each preprocessed trajectory, a
set of feature vectors needs to be extracted. The NEAT algorithm employs two feature
extraction methods: (1) Point-based feature extraction: The coordinates of trajectory points
are used as feature vectors, where each point’s latitude and longitude serve as feature
dimensions. (2) Segment-based feature extraction: The direction and distance between
trajectory points are used as feature vectors, where the direction and distance of each
segment of movement serve as feature dimensions. (3) Clustering method: The NEAT
algorithm utilizes a density-based clustering method called DBSCAN (Density-Based
Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise). DBSCAN classifies data points into core
points, boundary points, and noise points, and it can handle clusters of arbitrary shapes.
(4) Road network constraint. During the clustering process, the NEAT algorithm also
takes into account the information of the road network. Specifically, the NEAT algorithm
treats the road network as a graph structure and maps trajectory points to the nearest road.
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During the clustering process, it merges trajectory points that are distant from each other
but located on the same road. This approach avoids erroneously separating trajectories of
travel on the same road into different clusters.

The NEAT algorithm incorporates road network information into the clustering pro-
cess, enabling better identification of trajectories with similar movement patterns. It ensures
road continuity by assigning trajectory points on the same road to the same cluster. There-
fore, to identify popular detour segments, we applied a clustering method based on the
NEAT algorithm instead of directly calculating the frequency of driver detours and estimat-
ing popular segments based on descending order. This is because the occurrence of detour
segments several times does not necessarily imply that they are popular segments avoided
by drivers, as chance factors may be involved. In addition, this study faces the challenge of
determining an appropriate threshold to define popular detour segments based on their
occurrence frequency. Furthermore, some detour segments may be overlooked due to their
similar traffic directions.

To address these issues, we first group the PRADs into a set of clusters based on
their location. As shown in Figure 3, assuming RSi represents the road network segment,
i = 1, 2, . . ., 5, among them RS5 is a two-way lane, and RS1 to RS4 are one-way lanes. The
parameter DSi represents a set of clusters of PRADs on the corresponding RSi segment.
That is, for two-way lanes, PRADs in two directions on the same road are grouped into the
same cluster, and PRADs in the same direction on the same section of the one-way lane are
grouped into another cluster. For example, RS1 and RS3, RS2 and RS4, are all connected
with the same intersections. In this study, we group DSi in this case into the same cluster.
Then, we improve the clustering method in the third stage of NEAT (road NEtwork Aware
Trajectory clustering) proposed by Han et al. [12] to cluster all DS groups and detect the
road segments avoided by drivers. Specifically, the improvement mainly includes: (1) the
clustering unit is a road segment with the same direction of traffic flow; (2) the distance
between two clustering units is calculated by using the Hausdorff distance [47]; (3) the
threshold of clustering is adaptively acquired based on the input dataset by using the
method proposed by Lee et al. [48]. Based on the clustering results, the clusters of DSi
shown in Figure 3 will be identified as PRADs if they satisfy the clustering threshold and
vice versa.
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4. Case Study: Vehicle-Routing Behavior Analysis in the City of Wuhan
4.1. Data Collection and Map Matching
4.1.1. Car-Hailing Trajectories Collection and Preprocessing

Taking Wuhan as the experimental area, trajectories collected by 300,000 car-hailing
taxis belonging to the DiDi company, from 8–16 August 2017, were used to analyze the
spatiotemporal pattern of vehicle-routing problems. The sampling interval and positional
accuracy of these trajectories range from 30 s to 120 s and from 5 m to 20 m, respectively.
Each tracking point records the information of the current moving object, including latitude,
longitude, time, speed, and heading angle. The average amount of tracking records every
day was about 600,000 in the experimental region and each trajectory is composed of about
200 tracking points. These car-hailing trajectories cover the main districts of the city of
Wuhan, as shown in Figure 4. In addition, there are outliers in the trajectory data caused by
signal drift or irregular driving behavior. Here, we applied the method proposed by Yang
et al. (2018) [49] to remove outliers from the raw trajectories. The experimental results show
that about 35.95% of tracking points were removed. Apart from the trajectory data, road
networks of motor vehicles used in this study were acquired from the platform of OSM
(OpenStreetMap). Based on the statistics, there are about 77,086 road segments located in
the experimental region. Road networks obtained from the OSM platform were provided
by volunteers, so there also existed issues such as topological errors. This study applied
the method proposed by Hu et al. (2019) [23] to revise these topological errors. Based on
the statistics, about 315 road segments had topological errors which were corrected.
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4.1.2. Map Matching Based on the Improved HMM Algorithm

The processed trajectories were matched to the road network by using the improved
HMM algorithm. Based on the principle of the map-matching algorithm proposed in this
study, we need to set the value of weights of ωd, ωa, ωt_dis and ωt_speed. To obtain the
optimum value of these weights, we randomly selected 200 road segments and manually
estimated the matching accuracy of tracking points by tuning the value of them from
zero to one, as shown in Table 1. In Table 1, we find that the values of ωd, ωa, ωt_dis and
ωt_speed were set, respectively, at 0.7, 0.3, 0.7, and 0.3 with maximum accuracy of map
matching. The accuracy results in Table 1 illustrate that the accuracy of map matching for
vehicle trajectories with a low sampling rate was closely related to the distance from the
observation point to the candidate state point.

Table 1. Matching accuracy of the improved HMM algorithm with different values of parameters.

ωd 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

ωa 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1

ωt_dis 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

ωt_speed 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1

Matching accuracy (%) 69.8 70.6 75.2 77.7 80.3 83.5 88.3 83.8 79.5

To verify the effectiveness of the improved HMM algorithm. We randomly selected
35 trajectories and compared the map-matching results with the method proposed by Hu
et al. (2019) [23]. Specifically, we converted the original trajectories into several kinds of
trajectories with fixed sampling rates such as 30 s, 30–60 s, and more than 60 s by using cubic
spline interpolation and the Douglas–Peuker compress method. Then, these processed
trajectories were matched to the road network and we manually estimated the average
value, variance, and standard deviation of the accuracy of map matching. As shown in
Figure 5, the left panel of box plots indicate the results by using the method proposed by
Hu et al. (2019) [23] and the right panel of box plots demonstrate the matching results using
the improved HMM method which we optimized based on the work conducted by Hu et al.
(2019) [23]. The experimental results show that the average value, variance, and standard
deviation of the accuracy of map matching of three kinds of sampling rate trajectories
by using the method proposed by Hu et al. (2019) [23] are lower than those based on
the improved HMM algorithm in this study. This also means that the distribution of
correct matching results based on the improved HMM algorithm is more concentrated. The
experimental results mentioned above indicate that the average accuracy of GNSS trajectory-
point matching with road network maps reaches 88.83%, demonstrating an improvement
in accuracy of approximately 12% compared to the HMM-based map-matching method
proposed by Hu et al. (2019) [23].

Beyond that, experimental results illustrate that the matching results by using the
algorithm proposed in this paper are more suitable for road segments located on complex
road intersections. As we can see in Figure 6, trajectories collected at a roundabout were
matched based on the improved HMM method in this study (Figure 6b) and the HMM
algorithm proposed by Hu et al. (2019) [23], (Figure 6a). Based on the manual inspection,
the raw tracking points were collected in Luoyu Road, Lumo Road, and the Guanggu
Roundabout which is connected to these two roads. After map matching, these tracking
points should be matched to these road segments. However, only three tracking points were
correctly matched to the road where they were collected by using the method proposed by
Hu et al. (2019) [23], as shown in Figure 6a. The other tracking points of the raw trajectory
shown in Figure 6a were regarded as matching failures and abandoned. By comparing
with Hu’s method, our algorithm can correctly match all raw tracking points to the correct
places (Figure 6b).
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4.2. PRAD Visualization and Analysis
4.2.1. JI Value Categorization and Visualization

Based on the map-matching results, we computed the JI value of an OD pair to
estimate the similarity between its planned routes and the corresponding actual routes.
Since massive trajectories will bring the problem of poor expression in the visualization of
the JI value, we applied kernel density statistics to divide the JI value into several classes
to facilitate the visualization. Then, we visualized the JI value of all OD pairs according
to their categorization. Figure 7 shows the kernel density distribution of the JI value of
car-hailing trajectories which were collected, respectively, on 12 and 15 August 2017.
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In Figure 7, we can find that the trends of the JI value of car-hailing trajectories
obtained on two different dates are roughly the same, and most of the JI values concentrate
around 0.1. Further, there is almost no JI value in the range between 0.8 and 0.9, which
means that most actual routes are significantly different from the corresponding planned
routes. Meanwhile, we can see several peaks in the distribution of the JI values at 0.1, 0.2,
0.4, 0.6, and 1.0. The number of the JI values distributed within the interval of [0, 0.1] is
highest, and the densities of other ranges including (0.1, 0.2], (0.2, 0.4], (0.4, 0.6], and (0.6,1.0)
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show a descending order. Based on the kernel distribution pattern of JI values of all OD
pairs, we divided the JI values into five intervals of [0, 0.1], (0.1, 0.2], (0.2, 0.4], (0.4, 0.6], and
(0.6, 1.0), respectively. Based on this, we define the similarity between the actual routes and
planned routes of five kinds of JI value as ‘totally different’, ‘different’, ‘slightly different’,
‘similar’, and ‘no difference’. These different categories of JI values were visualized by the
platform of Kepler. Figure 8 shows the visualization results of the JI values of trajectories
collected on 12 August 2017. The statistics show that the proportion of JI values within the
interval of [0, 0.1], (0.1, 0.2], (0.2, 0.4], (0.4, 0.6], and (0.6, 1.0) of Figure 8 is 45.54%, 24.85%,
21.00%, 6.21%, and 2.40%, respectively. This result indicates that the proportion of actual
routes which are totally the same as the planned routes is very small.
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point (red) to the destination point (green): (a) JI values with the type of ‘totally different’, (b) JI values
with the type of ‘different’, (c) JI values with the type of ‘slightly different’, (d) JI values with the type
of ‘similar’, (e) JI values with the type of ‘no difference’.

To further analyze the pattern of each type of OD pair of JI values, we clustered
their own OD pairs by using the FlowmapBlue (https://flowmap.blue/, accessed on
25 March 2022) method which is a free tool for illustrating aggregated numbers of move-
ments between geographic locations as flow maps. Figure 9 illustrates the clustering results
of OD pairs that belong to each category of JI values. Specifically, the size of the dot shown
in Figure 9 represents the number of OD pairs connected to it. The larger the dot, the
greater number of OD pairs connected to it. Furthermore, the arrows indicate the direction
from the origin point to the destination. Similarly, the size and brightness of these arrows

https://flowmap.blue/
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also indicate the volume of traffic flow from the origin point to the destination. The volume
of traffic flow is proportionate to the size or brightness of the arrows. As we can see from
Figure 9, the distribution of OD pairs becomes gradually dispersed as the JI values decrease,
although most of OD pairs still gather at the central area of the experimental region (see
Figure 9a). This indicates that the larger the travel distance, the greater the difference
between the actual travel route and the planned route. When the travel distance is large,
there are more alternative routes to avoid certain risks (such as traffic congestion), thus,
the possibility of inconsistency with the planned route is higher. So, the route-searching
algorithm should consider or improve the accuracy of long-distance trips. In contrast,
when the driving distance is smaller, avoiding certain risks may lead to higher costs of
travel distance or increased travel time, thus it is less likely to be inconsistent with the
planned route. Figure A1 in Appendix A presents the visualization results of JI values for
trajectories collected on 15 August 2017. Figure A2 displays the OD clustering results for
the same date. Likewise, Figure A3 depicts the relationship between the JI values and the
distances between OD pairs on the same day. The features of the JI values and OD pairs
clustering results shown in the Appendix A are similar to the results of Figures 8 and 9.
That means that the traveling patterns of car-hailing drivers every day are similar.
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Figure 10 shows the relationship between the JI values and the distance of each OD
pair. In Figure 10, we can find that the JI values of OD pairs decrease as the traveling
distance increases. This means that traveling patterns with a higher JI value mainly exist in
short-distance trips. For long-distance trips, car-hailing drivers tend to select a route which
is totally different or different from the planned route.
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To further explore the distribution of JI values on all routes, we analyze the time
distribution of OD pairs on workdays and weekends, respectively, as shown in Figure 11.
Based on the experimental results, travel activities mainly concentrated on the period
of 8:00 am–10:00 pm, regardless of weekend or workday. However, on the weekend,
residents’ travel activities usually occurred during three time periods: 8:00 am–9:00 am,
1:00 pm–2:00 pm, and 5:00 pm–6:00 pm (see Figure 11a). During workdays, the traveling
activities mainly occurred in two time periods, 8:00 am– 9:00 am and 5:00 pm–6:00 pm, as
shown in Figure 11b. That is, the traveling activities are concentrated on the morning peak
and evening peak, especially in the workday. That means, during the workday, drivers tend
to select driving routes from the original point to the destination based on their experience
or the real-time situation. These routes may not be the shortest in time or distance for
drivers.
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4.2.2. Detection of Hottest Road Segments Avoided by Drivers

Through analyzing the JI values of all OD pairs, we found that most of the travel
routes of online car-hailing drivers were entirely or partly different with the corresponding
planned routes. In this study, the road segments in planned routes but not in actual routes
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are defined as the PRAD. To investigate the possible reasons why the drivers did not select
these routes, we detected and analyzed the hottest PRADs in a temporal and spatial context.
Since these PRADs are more likely to occur during the morning and evening peak hours
when the traffic is congested, we detected the hottest ones from traveling activities which
occurred in morning and evening peak hours on workdays and weekends, respectively,
based on the NEAT clustering method. As we can see from Figure 12, the hottest PRADs
are shown based on the heat map and grey lines represent the road network. Based on the
distribution of the hottest PRADs on workdays, we can find that some road segments have
always been the PRAD, no matter whether in morning peak hours or evening peak hours,
such as Wuluo road, Zhongbei road, etc. (See Figure 12a,b).
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Figure 12. The distribution of hottest PRADs on a workday (15 August 2017) and a weekend day
(12 August 2017): (a) the hottest PRAD occurred during morning peak hours on a workday, (b) the
hottest PRAD occurred during evening peak hours on a workday, (c) the hottest PRAD occurred
during morning peak hours on weekend day, (d) the hottest PRAD occurred during evening peak
hours on a weekend day.

The number of road segments which are avoided by drivers (also named PRADs)
during morning peak hours on 15 August 2017 (on a workday), was about 46. The total
length of these PRADs was about 42.03 km. On a workday, the number of PRADs in
the evening peak was about 21, with 15.4 km total length. Compared with that on a
workday, the number of PRADs in the morning peak and evening peak on a weekend day
(12 August 2017), was 22 and 17, respectively. The total length of these PRADs was 14.9 km
and 16.47 km, respectively. These statistics indicate the number of the hottest PRADs on
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weekend days is obviously less than on workdays in the morning peak. Furthermore, some
of them are very similar to PRADs which appeared on a workday, such as the Wuhan
Yangtse River tunnel (see Figure 12c,d). Table 2 summarizes the road names and types of
all the hottest PRADs which appeared on both workdays and weekends. In Table 2, we can
find that most of the PRADs are main roads.

Table 2. The information on the hottest PRADs shown in Figure 12.

Road Name Road Type

Wuluo road trunk

Luoyu road trunk

Zhongbei road primary

Wuhan Yangtse river tunnel primary

Huanle avenue primary

Jianshe avenue primary

Qingnian road primary

Drivers possibly avoided these road segments for two reasons: Firstly, the traffic
congestion on these roads is serious. Most drivers avoided these roads during the operating
time to save time and earn a higher income. To validate this assumption, we obtained
the traffic monitoring data from the Gaode Map traffic monitoring platform (https://
report.amap.com/detail.do?city=420100, accessed on 1 April 2022). Based on the data
derived from this platform, we found that about 65% of PRADs with a serious traffic
jam coincided on a workday. On weekends, traffic congestion happened in about 30% of
PRADs. In addition, based on the public information provided by the website of WPCOM
(https://www.sanyefengji.cn/qichezatan/414998.html, accessed on 1 April 2022), about
20 road segments often experienced traffic jams in the city of Wuhan. Among them,
about 13 road segments are identified as being on a congested road with a cyclical pattern
and nine of them are considered as PRADs, including ‘Air Road interchange’, ‘Fazhan
Avenue’, ‘Gusaoshu road’, ‘Zhongshan road’, ‘Qingtai road’, ‘Wutaizha road’, ‘Wuluo
road’, ‘Zhongbei road’, ‘Guanggu roundabout on Luoyu Road’, ‘Wuhan Yangtze River
bridge and tunnel’. The main reason that these road segments often experience traffic jams
is because road networks around these road segments are inadequate, which means they
cannot adequately alleviate the enormous transportation pressure coming from neighboring
commercial places, e.g., large shopping malls, restaurants, and other amenities. Apart from
this, about seven road segments belong to the congested roads because of construction
work to the road surface, and five of them are identified as PRADs, including ‘Zhongnan
Road’, ‘Jiefang Road’, ‘the starting part of Development Avenue’, and ‘Hanzheng road’ and
its surrounding roads.

We also investigated the traffic accidents that happened in the experimental area,
based on the information collected from the paper published by Fan et al. (2018) [50]. The
results showed that the incidence of traffic accidents that occurred in PRADs ranged from 0
to 8.52%. To further quantify the relationship between PRADs, traffic jams and accidents,
we estimated their correlation by using Spearman’s correlation. In Appendix A Table A1,
we counted the rate of avoidance of all PRADs identified based on the trajectories collected
on a workday (15 August 2017) and a weekend day (12 August 2017). Here, the rate of
avoidance of the PRADs was computed based on its occurrence frequency. That is the rate
of avoidance of one PRAD is equal to dividing its occurrence frequency by the total of the
occurrence frequency of all PRADs. Meanwhile, we also obtained the traffic jam index and
traffic accident rate of these PRADs through the Gaode Map traffic monitoring platform
and the data provided by Fan et al. (2018) [50]. The correlation between these PRADs,
traffic jams and accidents, both on workdays and weekends was computed(see Table 3).

https://report.amap.com/detail.do?city=420100
https://report.amap.com/detail.do?city=420100
https://www.sanyefengji.cn/qichezatan/414998.html
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Table 3. Spearman’s correlation between PRADs, traffic jams and traffic accidents.

Traffic Jam Traffic Accident

Coefficient (p-Value)

Morning peak of workday 0.472 ** (0.001) 0.779 ** (0.000)
Evening peak of workday 0.801 ** (0.000) 0.737 ** (0.000)
Morning peak of weekend 0.878 ** (0.000) 0.772 ** (0.000)
Evening peak of weekend 0.604 * (0.010) 0.596 * (0.012)

Note: ** denotes significance at 0.01 level; * denotes significance at 0.05 level.

In Table 3, we find that traffic jams and accidents are associated with PRADs no matter
whether on workdays or weekends. Specifically, traffic jams and traffic accidents occurring
in the peaks of workdays are significantly associated with PRADs. During the peaks of
weekends, traffic jams and traffic accidents are also associated with PRADs, but this is not
significant in the evening peaks. This result indicates that the occurrences of traffic jams
and accidents are dynamic in the evening peaks of weekends. In general, most drivers
avoid these roads during the operating times to save time and obtain a higher income.

4.2.3. Results and Analysis

In this chapter, we employ a methodological framework that involves pre-processing
through map matching and adaptive detection of PRADS using methods such as NEAT
clustering. We apply this framework to detect popular route avoidance segments in DiDi
travel data for Wuhan City on 12 and 15 August 2017. Furthermore, we conduct statistical
analysis on the results for both weekdays and weekends. The results revealed that during
the morning peak period of 15 August 2017 (weekday), there were approximately 46 PRADs
identified, with a total length of approximately 42.03 km. On the weekday, during the
evening peak period, around 21 PRADs were detected, with a total length of 15.4 km. In
comparison, on the non-working day (12 August 2017), there were 22 PRADs during the
morning peak and 17 PRADs during the evening peak, with total lengths of 14.9 km and
16.47 km, respectively. These statistical data indicate that the number of PRADs during
non-working days is significantly lower than during weekday morning peaks. According
to the data obtained on traffic congestion in Wuhan, we found that about 65% of the popular
avoided roads with serious traffic jams occur on weekdays.

Furthermore, the Spearman correlation coefficient analysis revealed a significant
relationship between traffic congestion, traffic accidents, and PRADs during both weekday
and non-working day morning and evening peaks. Specifically, there was a significant
correlation between traffic congestion, traffic accidents, and PRADs during weekday peak
periods. During non-working day morning and evening peaks, traffic congestion and traffic
accidents were also correlated with PRADs, but the correlation was not significant during
the evening peak. Based on these findings, it can be concluded that there is an association
between PRADs and traffic congestion as well as traffic accidents during weekday and
non-working day morning and evening peak periods in Wuhan city.

From a data perspective, this study utilizes the extensive travel data provided by DiDi
for analysis. Compared to the data collected through stated preference (SP) surveys or small-
scale experiments, as used by Kroes E.P. and Hensher D.A. and others, the experimental
data in this study are larger in scale, more representative, and have smaller biases. From an
analytical perspective, in contrast to the majority of the literature exploring the reasons for
route choice, we have made a breakthrough by analyzing the differences between planned
and actual routes. This approach has successfully revealed that drivers tend to avoid certain
planned routes primarily due to considerations related to traffic congestion and accidents.

5. Discussion

The purpose of this study is to investigate the factors influencing driver’s route choice
by analyzing the phenomenon of disparities between planned routes and actual routes. To
the best of our knowledge, this may be one of the few empirical research cases that explore
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drivers’ route-choice behavior through the analysis of Planned Route Actual Deviation
(PRAD), which is of significant importance for optimizing route-planning strategy research.

5.1. Inspiration for Reality

In this paper, we explore the hidden reasons behind PRADs in terms of traffic con-
ditions on weekdays and weekends, and, analyzing the results, we obtain an interesting
finding. Generally, the choice of a planned path is based on several principles, including
the minimum travel distance, the shortest travel time, or a comprehensive optimal solution
from the consideration of travel time, distance, number of traffic lights, and road speed
limit. Although the path-planning algorithm has considered many factors to obtain an
optimal path for the driver, the actual traffic situation is very complex. There are two
main reasons why drivers avoid the planned path and choose other roads to reach their
destination. First, some of the roads on the planned path may not be the best due to severe
traffic congestion. Statistics obtained from the real-time city traffic detail platform of GODE
Maps show that about 65% of people avoid roads with severe traffic jams on weekdays.
The results of this study can ease urban traffic congestion and provide a basis for decision
making by traffic management authorities. Another major reason is that drivers want to
choose a safe way to reach their destinations. However, some of the planned roads have
very high accident rates. Correlation analysis based on the obtained data shows that there
is a significant relationship between the accident rate of the popular avoidance roads and
the roads identified as popular avoidance roads. The experimental results show that the
popular avoidance road sections on weekend days are significantly fewer than those on
weekdays. By analyzing the popular avoidance road sections, these findings can be used to
optimize the path-planning strategy or path-search algorithm, which means that users can
avoid these road sections at specific times (e.g., peak hours on weekdays) to reduce their
travel time and cost.

5.2. Limitation and Future Prospects

Although this paper has achieved some research results, there are still certain short-
comings and limitations that require further in-depth research. It is necessary to apply the
research findings to path-planning strategies and effectively reduce the travel time and
cost for urban residents while providing optimization strategies for urban transportation
planning.

(1) Although our proposed map-matching algorithm, based on an improved Hidden
Markov Model (HMM), and clustering algorithm based on NeuroEvolution of Aug-
menting Topologies (NEAT), have shown excellent performance in theory, their prac-
tical applications are limited by runtime constraints, preventing real-time processing
and detection of popular detour sections on urban roads. Therefore, further research
is needed to optimize the algorithms and achieve the goal of online real-time detection
of popular detour sections. This is one of the key focuses and directions of our future
research.

(2) When exploring the reasons for the formation of popular detour sections in the path
selection behavior of ride-hailing services, we have only conducted cause analysis and
verification from the perspectives of traffic congestion and traffic accidents. In future
research, it is important to explore more relevant influencing factors that contribute
to the formation of popular detour sections, such as land use, road construction, and
driver personalized preferences.

6. Conclusions

Addressing vehicle-routing problems needs to consider many factors, including travel
distance, road conditions (e.g., traffic jams and accidents), personalized preference, etc.
The basis of weighing these factors during routing planning is to figure out the differences
between planned routes based on these factors with the actual routes selected by drivers.
In this study, we answer this question by studying the popular dodging roads from a large
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number of car-hailing trajectories. Specifically, we optimized the HMM map-matching
algorithm by improving the computations of angle feature in observation probability and
velocity in transition probability to increase the accuracy of map matching and provide
accurate matched results for the subsequent analysis of PRADs. The actual routes of the
OD matrix were generated based on the map-matching results. The planned routes of
the corresponding OD pairs were generated by the A* routing algorithm. By using the
Jaccard index, we quantified and visualized the similarity between the actual routes and
the planned routes between the same OD pairs. The most popular road segments avoided
by drivers were detected based on the clustering method of NEAT and its causes were
further analyzed in relation to traffic conditions, including traffic jams and accidents.

Taking online car-hailing in Wuhan as a case study, we explored the spatiotemporal
patterns of PRADs. The experimental results showed that the hottest PRADs on a weekend
day are significantly fewer than that those on a workday. In general, a planned route is
selected based on several principles including minimum travel distance, shortest travel
time, or the comprehensive optimum scheme incorporating aspects of travel time, distance,
number of traffic lights, road speed limits, etc. Although a route-planning algorithm has
considered many factors to obtain an optimal route for drivers, the actual traffic conditions
are very complicated. There are two main reasons why drivers avoided the planned routes
and selected other roads to arrive at their destination. First, some roads of the planned
routes may not have been optimal due to serious traffic congestion. The statistics obtained
from Gaode Map validated that about 65% of dodging routes with serious traffic jams
coincided with a workday. Apart from that, drivers also want to select a safe way to arrive
at their destinations. However, the traffic accident rate on some planned roads is very high.
Based on the correlation analysis, the accident rate of PRADs was significantly associated
with the road segments which were identified as the PRADs. These findings from analyzing
PRADs can be used for optimizing route-planning strategies, which means users can avoid
these road segments at a specific time, such as the peak of a workday, to reduce their travel
time and cost.

Our research findings can provide insights into modern route navigation. Large-scale
ride-hailing companies such as DiDi can expediently detect PRADS by regularly analyzing
the collected data. Consequently, they can de-prioritize these road segments during actual
route navigation and plan them as low-traffic routes. However, traffic conditions often
change rapidly, and the proposed framework in this paper cannot detect PRADs in real
time due to operational time constraints. Therefore, occasional errors in the provided
PRADs may result in inadequate route planning. Nevertheless, in this study we conducted
data analysis for two days and found that the traveling patterns of car-hailing drivers
were highly consistent daily. Thus, with prolonged observation and analysis, if certain
road segments are consistently detected as PRADs over an extended period, our research
results can also provide insights to government transportation departments. They can
optimize and improve these segments based on PRADs results, thereby enhancing traffic
flow efficiency.
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Figure A1. Spatial distribution pattern of JI value of trajectories collected on 15 August 2017. In the 
figure, each line is divided into red and green halves, representing the direction from the starting 
point (red) to the destination point (green): (a) JI values with the type of ‘totally different’, (b) JI 
values with the type of ‘different’, (c) JI values with the type of ‘slightly different’, (d) JI values with 
the type of ‘similar’, (e) JI values with the type of ‘no difference’. 

Figure A1. Spatial distribution pattern of JI value of trajectories collected on 15 August 2017. In the
figure, each line is divided into red and green halves, representing the direction from the starting
point (red) to the destination point (green): (a) JI values with the type of ‘totally different’, (b) JI values
with the type of ‘different’, (c) JI values with the type of ‘slightly different’, (d) JI values with the type
of ‘similar’, (e) JI values with the type of ‘no difference’.
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Table A1. Details of PRADs including their name, the rate of avoidance, traffic jam index, and traffic
accident rate.

Road Name of
PRADs

The Rate of Avoidance on
the PRAD Traffic Jam Index Traffic Accident Rate

Luoyu Road 2.27 3.6 1.35

Jianshe Avenue 2.17 2.3 1.13

Zhongbei Road 4.17 4.2 2.46

Huanle Avenue 1.17 2.1 0.52

Jiefang Avenue 3.17 3.6 2.32

Youyi Avenue 2.03 2.2 1.08

Zhongshan Road 2.38 3.3 0.28

Xinhua Road 4.32 2 2.27

Fazhan Avenue 4.2 3.9 2.26

Wuluo Road 3.59 4.1 2.09

Wusheng Road 2.95 1.6 0.25

Hongkong Road 2.87 2.3 0.54

Huangpu Avenue 2.49 2.5 0.37

Air Road
interchange 2.14 4.3 0.52

Youyi Road 1.82 1.3 1.05

Xiongchu Avenue 1.64 1 0.54

Luoshi Road 1.58 1.2 0.5

Xudong Avenue 1.54 1.9 0.11

Qingnian Road 1.35 1.5 0.08

Qiuchang Street 1.14 1.3 0.07

Dazhi Road 1.13 1.6 0.05

South Luoshi Road 0.94 1.4 0.4

Yinwu Avenue 0.86 0.9 0.54

Wuhan Yangtze
River tunnel 0.79 3.6 0

Bayi Road 0.78 0 1.04

Heping Avenue 0.6 1.1 0

Qiaokou Road 0.54 1.3 0.28

Zhongshan Avenue 0.54 3.5 0

Jinqiao Avenue 0.53 0 0

Renhe Road 0.52 0 0.28

Huquan Street 0.52 0 0

Tangjiadun Road 0.51 3.8 0

Sanyanqiao Road 0.5 1.8 0.52

Guanggu
roundabout 0.37 2.1 0.31

Jinghan Avenue 0.31 0 0.95

Hanxi Road 0.29 1.6 0
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Table A1. Cont.

Road Name of
PRADs

The Rate of Avoidance on
the PRAD Traffic Jam Index Traffic Accident Rate

Yangtze River
tunnel 0.28 3.6 0

Shengli Street 0.27 0 0

Nanjing Road 0.26 0 0

Zhongnan Road 0.26 3.5 0.52

Jinghan Road 0.25 0 0

Mingzu Avenue 0.25 2.4 0.94

Xingye Road 0.25 0.3 0

Second ring road 0.24 0.6 0
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